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Catalan tales of  today and always

Catalan tales of  today and always (2021)
The Catalan tradition is filled with fables to
explain when going to sleep. You have in
your hands a collection of  folk tales aimed at
a new generation of  parents, mothers, chil-
dren
and girls who want to learn a little more
about this land and the stories of  our people.
With a fresh and modern look, the singer-
songwriter Cesk Freixas invites us to
re-establish stories that we already know and
recover from others that had been forgotten.

Coming soon 2021



A year of  catalan poetry

A year of  catalan poetry (2020)
In this poetic anthology you will find a
collection of  poems, proverbs and songs for
each week of  the year, little jewels that are
part of  our cultural heritage.
We invite you to enter this delicate collection
of  poems illustrated by Albert Arrayás,
which, with its personal interpretation, will
make us travel within the magic of  words
and images.

ISBN: 978-84-18288-06-7
Number of  pages: 144
Dimensions: 22 x 22 cm
Format: Hardhack



The secret of  the moon

The secret of  the moon (2020)
Sometimes things seem to be one way, but
if  we give them time, they can surprise us.
Maya has discovered a secret and wants to
share it with all of  you. Are you ready to tra-
vel to the moon and take a walk through the
world of  emotions?

ISBN 9788468274126
Format: Hardback
Number of  pages: 40
Dimensions: 23x16 cm



Peter Pan (2020) 
It consists of  the publication of  the classic 
Peter Pan story for Spain by Alma Editorial. 
It has been a very interesting project becau-
se it was delimited by the colors black and 
white and a Pantone. 

ISBN: 9788418008146
Number of  pages: 208
Dimensions: 15,5 x 21,5cm
Format: Hardback
Lenguage: Spanish

Peter Pan



The Little Prince

The Little Prince (2020) 
It consists of  the publication of  the Little 
Prince for Central and South America by 
Alma Editorial. 
It has been a very interesting project because 
it was delimited by the colors black and white 
and a Pantone. 

It will be published in 2020. 



A Thousand Hugs and a Sweet Nudge

A Thousand Hugs and a Sweet Nudge 
(2019) is written and illustrated from the 
depths of  the heart. It explains the different 
types of  hugs we can give and receive. Wi-
thout a doubt a very necessary book to make 
known the importance of  hugs.

ISBN: 9788448852894
Number of  pages: 48
Dimensions: 286 X 246 mm
Format: Hardback
Publication Date: 06/2019



ISBN: 9781786037879
Number of  pages: 32
Dimensions: 195 mm x 240 mm
Format: Hardback
Published: May 2, 2019

Mahatma Gandhi (2019) 
As a young teenager in India, Gandhi led a 
rebellious life and went against his parents’ 
values. But as a young man, he started to 
form beliefs of  his own that harked back to 
the Hindu principles of  his childhood. Gand-
hi began to dream of  unity for all peoples 
and religions. His bravery and free-thinking 
made him one of  the most iconic people 
of  peace in the world, known as ‘Mahatma’ 
meaning ‘great soul’. 

Mahatma Gandhi 
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The pirate of  stars

The pirate of  stars (2014) 
This is the adventure of  the pirate Ulysses 
the Red Beard. A pirate who was so hungry 
that one day he decided to eat all the stars. 
But how will he manage to get to the sky? 
And what will the moon say after being left 
alone? An amusing and delicate story with 
mermaids, whirlpools, giant whales, treasure 
chests and many stars.

ISBN: 978-84-941596-4-0
Number of  pages: 32
Dimensions: 170mm x 240mm
Format: Hardback
Publication Date: November 2014



The mystery of  Chickentown (2017)
The “Chicken of  the Year” contest is in 
jeopardy!
A few days before the famous contest of  
“The Golden Feather” the hens of  Villagalli-
na begin to mysteriously disappear. With each 
disappearance, a new clue... Who will be the 
culprit? Be on the alert! Sometimes we can be 
made to believe things that are not.

ISBN: 978-1447206507
Number of  pages: 52
Dimensions: 230mm x 280mm
Format: Hardback
Publication Date: November 2017

The mystery of  Chickentown



Om. The wild boy

Om (2016) 
Discover with little Om a wild world full of  
incredible animals: lions, turtles, spiders, dol-
phins, owls and even dragons! The formidable 
creatures that hide behind each yoga pose.

 ISBN: 97884-90652268
Number of  pages: 28
Dimensions: 240mm x 240mm
Format: Hardback
Publication Date: November 2016 



Where’s the moon?

Where’s the moon? (201)
One night, Paul saw the moon shining big 
and round in the sky. The next day, he rea-
lized that it was a little smaller, and smaller 
every day... until it disappeared completely. 
What a mystery!

Paul, with the help of  his friends, will want to 
know what happened to the moon.

ISBN: 978-84-15518-34-1
Number of  pages: 40
Dimensions: 240mm x 280mm
Format: Hardback
Publication Date: November 2017
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Kisses in your pockets (2016)
A book that talks about love in the form of  
poetry. Adult and dreamlike illustrations in 
which you can see all kinds of  emotional 
relationships.

ISBN: 978-8420484877
Number of  pages: 128
Dimensions: 201mm x 247 mm
Format: Hardback
Publication Date: November 2016

Kisses in your pockets



Barcelona’s Diary 
since 2016-2019.

During 4 years I have made the 
Barcelona’s Diary formed by 
more than 50 illustrations where 
the most famous places and mo-
numents of  the city appear.

ISBN 978-84-9979-629-1
ISBN 978-84-9979-595-9
ISBN 978-84-9979-542-3
ISBN 978-84-9979-441-9

Number of  pages: 128
Dimensions: 160mm x 210mm
Format: Soft cover
Publication Date: April 2017, 
April 2018, April 2019, April 2020.
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Scars with another story (2018)
A book written based on scars of  real chil-
dren who have suffered some hospitalization 
and this solidarity book has been created. 
Illustrators and writers have made a beautiful 
partnership with Pallapupas.

ISBN: 978-8491376156
Number of  pages: 48
Dimensions: 220mm x 220mm
Format: Hardback
Publication Date: October 2018

Scars with another story



www.albertarrayas.com

@albertarrayas

I’m a freelance illustrator from Barcelona. I have been working for 5 years as an illustra-
tor in advertising (Banc Sabadell, Loterías del Estado, Casualplay, Carburos Metálicos) and 
children’s books (Planeta, Penguin Random House, Babulinka Books, Alba, Akiara books, 
Alma, etc). 
I am also enclosing some of  my personal work that I do when I have some free time (which 
is not many hehe)

This is a small sample of  my publishing work from these years. I thank you for having seen 
the portfolio and if  you have any doubt do not hesitate to consult me.

Contact my agent Lilla 
Rogers Studio at
 info@lillarogers.com


